EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

EXOALPHA

This quarter has been highlighted by a decline of the Digital Assets market capitalization, down from
its peak in July 2019 ($300bn) to nearly $200bn at the end of September. This fall was led by the top
3 most liquid Digital Assets (Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Ripple (XRP)) which represent more than
80% of the total market capitalization.
In the 3rd quarter (Q3) down market, Bitcoin registered the smallest loss with a decline of 23%
whereas Ethereum suffered a sharp 38% decline.
Despite the loss of value over the quarter, the volatility of the top 3 most liquid Digital Assets was
lower than over the previous quarter: 75% for BTC, 69% for XRP and 83% for ETH.
The growing Digital Assets derivatives market witnessed a key event this quarter, with the official
launch of the BAKKT platform on the 23rd of September 2019, the first regulated, Bitcoin futures
contract physically delivered exchange, backed by the US ICE exchange. Trading on that platform
began quietly with a small volume of $5.8m contracts traded on the first week, while CME Bitcoin
futures had a volume of around $700m over the week. However, after a tepid start, volume on BAKKT
has significantly increased after its 3rd week of existence.
Binance Futures officially launched on the 13th of September, while FTX (FTX.com) and CoinFlex
(Coinflex.com) added new derivative products on their respective platforms. These three platforms
appear as new competitors to historical Bitmex in the non-regulated derivatives platforms ecosystem.
In this 2019 Q3 report, ExoAlpha examines only the top 3 Digital Assets by market capitalization, from
a quantitative point of view, depicting their performance, volatility and correlation. These 3 Digital
Assets being the most liquid and representing more than 80% of the total market capitalization, they
require the most attention, as the 4th largest asset by market capitalization represents only 1.8% of
the total market.
ExoAlpha also highlights in this report, an equally weighted Passive Index, rebalanced on quarterly
basis, to illustrate the benefit of adding Digital Assets exposure to a global diversified portfolio of
Traditional Assets, and the advantage of getting exposure to Digital Assets through diversification
over a single Digital Asset exposure.
About ExoAlpha:
ExoAlpha is an asset management firm specialized in Digital Assets, leveraging its proprietary
strategies to enhance its clients’ portfolios’ alpha.
ExoAlpha proposes fully automated, long/short quantitative trading strategies on the 3 largest Digital
Assets by market capitalization, embedded into portfolios, leveraging the bull moves of these assets
while benefiting during bear phases thanks to proprietary active management.
ExoAlpha also provides tailored strategies and white label solutions for companies interested in
Digital Assets trading or treasury management with Digital Assets.
To learn more about ExoAlpha trading strategies, please reach out to us: info@exoalpha.com
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Bitcoin Performance
Bitcoin closed the third quarter 2019 at $8,294, with a negative return of -23.3% (-$2,523)
over that period. September accelerated the 3 months decline with a loss of -13,9% during
the month.
However, despite the negative return of the third quarter, Bitcoin remains one of the most
profitable assets since the beginning of the year, having returned 121.6% so far.

BTC Quarterly Closing Prices

Bitcoin (BTC) Daily Price
Jul.1st, 2019 - Sep.30th, 2019

3Q 2019 BTC Monthly Closing Prices
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BTC Quarterly Performance

Bitcoin (BTC) Performance

Jul.1st, 2019 - Sep.30th, 2019 - Daily basis

3Q 2019 BTC Monthly Performance
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Bitcoin Volatility
The volatility of Bitcoin in Q3 was marked at 74.5%, lower than at the end of Q2 (87.5%).
During the quarter, its volatility decreased from a high in July of 99% to a low in September at
53.6%. Over the quarter the volatility of Bitcoin has been 4 times higher than the volatility of
the S&P 500 or Gold. As a reminder, over the last 5 years (i.e. when Bitcoin liquidity improved
from its early days, conducting to more meaningful measures), the monthly annualized
volatility of Bitcoin reached above 150%.

BTC Quarterly Realized
Annualized Volatility

5 years BTC, SP500, Gold 1-Month
Realized Annualized Volatility
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3Q 1-Month Realized
Annualized Volatility

3Q 2019 BTC, SP500, Gold 1-Month
Realized Annualized Volatility
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Ethereum Performance
Ethereum (ETH) closed the third quarter of 2019 at $179, with a negative return of -38% (-$111)
over that period. July was the worst of the 3-month period, lowering the value of Ethereum by
24.8%.
However, despite the negative return of the third quarter, Ethereum remains a profitable asset
since the beginning of the year, having returned 34.9% so far.

ETH Quarterly Closing Prices

Ethereum (ETH) Daily Price
Jul.1st, 2019 - Sep.30th, 2019

3Q2019 ETH Monthly Closing Prices
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ETH Quarterly Performance

Ethereum (ETH) Performance

Jul.1st, 2019 - Sep.30th, 2019 - Daily basis

3Q 2019 ETH Monthly Performance
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Ethereum Volatility
The volatility of Ethereum in Q3 was marked at 82.8%, in the same range as at the end of Q2
(89.7%). During the quarter, its volatility decreased from a high in July of 98% to a low in
September at 79.4%. Over the quarter, the volatility of Ethereum has been more than 4 times
higher than the volatility of the S&P 500 or Gold. Over the last 5 years, the volatility of
Ethereum toped above 200%, in 2016 and 2017.

ETH Quarterly Realized
Annualized Volatility

5 years ETH, SP500, Gold 1-Month
Realized Annualized Volatility
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3Q 1-Month Realized
Annualized Volatility

3Q 2019 ETH, SP500, Gold 1-Month
Realized Annualized Volatility
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Ripple Performance
Ripple (XRP) closed the third quarter of 2019 at $0.2559, with a negative return of -35.4%
(-$0.1405) that period. July was the worst of the 3-month period, with a monthly loss of -19.0%.
XRP has been the worst performer this year from the top 3 largest Digital Assets by market
capitalization, with a return of -27.4% in 2019 so far.

XRP Quarterly Closing Prices

XRP Quarterly Performance

Ripple (XRP) Daily Price

Ripple (XRP) Performance

Jul.1st, 2019 - Sep.30th, 2019

3Q 2019 XRP Monthly Closing Prices
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Jul.1st, 2019 - Sep.30th, 2019 - Daily basis

3Q 2019 XRP Monthly Performance
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Ripple Volatility
The volatility of XRP in Q3 was marked at 68.7%, lower than Q2 (96.4%). During the quarter,
its volatility ranged between 54.9% and 76.5% with a low of 54.9% in August.
Over the quarter the volatility of XRP has been more than 3 times higher than the volatility of
the S&P 500 or Gold. But by historical measures, the average 1-month realized annualized
volatility of XRP has been hovering around 100%, with peaks at 400% in early 2018 and even
700% in Q2 of 2017.

XRP Quarterly Realized
Annualized Volatility

5 years XRP, SP500, Gold 1-Month
Realized Annualized Volatility
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3Q 1-Month
Realized Annualized Volatility

3Q 2019 XRP, SP500, Gold 1-Month
Realized Annualized Volatility
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Digital vs. Traditional Assets Correlation and Beta

As detailed in the following pages, the top 3 Digital Assets by market capitalization have been
uncorrelated to Traditional Assets such as the S&P 500 US large-cap stock index or Gold.
However, their beta to these Traditional Assets have been wide ranging from -2 to +3/+4 for
Bitcoin and Ethereum and up to -4/+6 for Ripple.
These two characteristics of these liquid Digital Assets are interesting from a diversified
portfolio construction standpoint:
Lack of correlation:
• The less pair-wise correlated the assets into a portfolio, the less they move in a
similar fashion and the more they reduce the overall volatility and downside risk of
the global portfolio.
High Beta:
• The Beta of an asset vs. another one, measures how much one asset is moving versus
the other one over a certain period. The higher positive / lower negative the Beta, the
wider the move in the same / opposite direction.
• Thus, including only a little portion of an asset with a high Beta versus other assets is
equivalent of adding a larger portion of an asset with a low Beta versus the other
assets, which results in less exposure to that high Beta asset.
• Therefore, if that high Beta asset looses a large amount of value (limited to an
absolute 100% loss), its impact on the global portfolio will be minimal if its allocation
is small in the global portfolio. But by the same token, as the upside potential of that
high Beta asset is unlimited, it brings a tremendous asymmetric upside potential to
the portfolio.
Putting it all together:
Adding uncorrelated high beta assets in a global portfolio allows to reduce its downside risk,
while letting the potential for higher performance.
Selecting uncorrelated and high beta assets is one thing but allocating and managing them
wisely in a diversified portfolio in another, which requires deep understanding of these assets
and broad experience with portfolio risk management.
Do not hesitate to reach out to us to discuss in more details how adding a small exposure of
Digital Assets into a global diversified portfolio of Traditional Assets can be beneficial to its
return/risk profile.
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Bitcoin Correlation
While Bitcoin has been uncorrelated over the last few years to traditional assets such as the
S&P 500 index or Gold, its beta to these traditional assets has ranged between -2 and +3 at
times.

BTC vs. SP500 vs. Gold
Quarterly Performance

BTC vs. SP500 vs. Gold 6-months
rolling correlation
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BTC vs. SP500 vs. Gold
Quarterly Realized Volatility

BTC vs. SP500 vs. Gold 6-months
rolling beta
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Ethereum Correlation
Just like Bitcoin, Ethereum has been uncorrelated over the last few years to traditional assets
such as the S&P 500 index or Gold. However its beta to these traditional assets has ranged
between -2 and +4 at times.

ETH vs. SP500 vs. Gold Quarterly
Performance

ETH vs. SP500 vs. Gold 6-months
rolling correlation
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ETH vs. SP500 vs. Gold Quarterly
Realized Volatility

ETH vs. SP500 vs. Gold 6-months
rolling beta
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XRP Correlation
Like its Digital Asset peers, Ripple has been uncorrelated over the last few years to traditional
assets such as the S&P 500 index or Gold. Its beta to these traditional assets has ranged
between -4 and +6 at times.

XRP vs. SP500 vs. Gold
Quarterly Performance

XRP vs. SP500 vs. Gold 6-months
rolling correlation
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XRP vs. SP500 vs. Gold Quarterly
Realized Volatility

XRP vs. SP500 vs. Gold 6-months
rolling beta
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ExoAlpha Passive Index
Digital Assets exhibit as described previously, an uncorrelated behavior and high beta (varying
from positive to negative) to Traditional Assets, making them an interesting addition into a
global diversified portfolio.
We have highlighted that Ripple (XRP) has been so far, among the most liquid ones, the most
uncorrelated/high beta Digital Asset to Traditional Assets, but allocating only to that Digital
Asset into a global diversified portfolio in order to fill out the Digital Assets place holder,
exposes to the idiosyncratic risk of that Digital Asset, i.e. the allocator bets all on that single
Digital Asset, for the better… and the worst.
Likewise with traditional assets allocated into a diversified portfolio, it makes sense to not
allocate to only one Digital Asset, but to fill the Digital Assets pocket with a few of them, since
they all exhibit uncorrelated behavior vs. traditional assets and high beta, in order to:
- Avoid the idiosyncratic risk of relying only on one specific Digital Asset, as for various
reasons it might collapse whereas other Digital Assets remain healthy, or its past behavior
may not repeat in the future, etc.
- Get potentially more capacity for that Digital Assets bucket rather than allocating only to
one Digital Asset with limited capacity.
- Smooth out the return/risk of the Digital Assets bucket in the portfolio by allocating to a
few Digital Assets versus only a single Digital Asset, because of the slightly different
behavior that some Digital Assets have compared to others.
To that regard, we have constructed a Passive Index, composed of the Top 3 Digital Assets by
market capitalization, initially equally weighted and rebalanced on a quarterly basis in order
to keep its composition balanced over time.
The purpose of that index is to act as a simple proxy for Digital Assets exposure to be added in
a global diversified portfolio.
In the following section, we analyze in more details the composition of such a portfolio versus
its single Digital Asset components.
One step further:
However, replacing passive holdings of Digital Assets by actively traded/risk-managed holdings
of the same Digital Assets bundled together, provides a much better return/risk investment to
add in a global diversified portfolio.
ExoAlpha has developed such actively traded/risk-managed strategies with various Digital
Assets and bundled them into Digital Assets portfolios which can be advantageously added to
global diversified portfolios.
Do not hesitate to contact us to learn more about ExoAlpha single and multi Digital Assets
trading strategies and how to leverage them into a global diversified portfolio to EXOgenously
enhance its ALPHA.
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ExoAlpha Passive Index Performance
Below is a summary comparative analysis of the ExoAlpha Passive Index vs. its underlying
Digital Assets components and Traditional Assets.

Analysis Period: Jan.1st, 2016 - Sep.30th, 2019

One can easily notice the higher performance of the portfolio versus any of its underlying
components, achieving this with the same level of risk (Maximum Drawdown) than any of its
underlyings.
Likewise the Passive Digital Assets Index exhibits higher Sharpe and Sortino ratios than any of
its underlying, confirming the more efficient approach of the portfolio of Digital Assets versus
any single Digital Asset from a return/risk perspective, on top of limiting the idiosyncratic risk
of holding only a single Digital Asset.
Now comparing the Passive Index of Digital Assets to the Traditional Assets, one can note a
roughly 40-fold higher annualized return of the portfolio of Digital Assets versus the one of
the Traditional Assets, even with a 4 times greater risk (Maximum Drawdown), but with
absolutely no correlation to the Traditional Assets (0.02 to SP 500; 0.04 to Gold).
Thus, based on what we discussed previously, if one had allocated only a fraction of passive
Digital Assets portfolio to a diversified portfolio composed of Traditional Assets (assuming
50% SP 500 and 50% Gold, rebalanced on a quarterly basis), he would have witnessed a 25%
higher annualized return (14.2% instead of 11.3%) with just 0.5% of passive Digital Assets
portfolio included with the Traditional Assets, with the same level of risk (Maximum
Drawdown of -11,0% instead of -10,5%).

Analysis Period: Jan.1st, 2016 - Sep.30th, 2019

The more passive Digital Assets portfolio allocated along with Traditional Assets, the more
asymmetrically the return/risk ratio of the global diversified portfolio grows!
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ExoAlpha Passive Index Performance
Despite a quarterly performance down by almost 35% (as a passive index, its performance
follows the one of its underlying components – see previous component analysis), the Passive
Index still exhibits a positive performance since the beginning of the year of 31.7%.
The average allocation of the Passive Index was 40% Bitcoin, 30% Ethereum and 30% Ripple
over the quarter (starting with 33.3% each). The dominance of Bitcoin was due to its better
performance over the quarter rather than the one of Ethereum and Ripple.

Passive Index Quarterly Performance

3Q 2019 Passive Index Monthly Performance

Average Passive Index Allocation
Jul.1st, 2019 - Sep.30th, 2019 - Daily basis

3Q 2019 Passive Index Performance
Jul.1st, 2019 - Sep.30th, 2019 - Daily basis
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ExoAlpha Passive Index Volatility
The volatility of the Passive Index in Q3 was marked at 57.7%, lower than at the end of Q2
(65.3%). During the quarter, its volatility decreased from a high of 90% in July to a low in
September at 30%. Over the quarter the volatility of the Passive Index has been lower by 20%
to 30% than anyone of its underlying components.

Index Quarterly Realized
Annualized Volatility

5 years Passive Index & Underlyings
1-Month Realized Annualized Volatility
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3Q 1-Month
Realized Annualized Volatility

3Q 2019 Passive Index & Underlyings
1-Month Realized Annualized Volatility
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ExoAlpha Passive Index Correlation

Despite the strengthening of the inter-Digital Assets correlations which started in June 2018,
the 3 largest Digital Assets by market capitalization remain somewhat uncorrelated, as the
performance of these 3 assets year-to-date shows (Bitcoin +121%, Ethereum +35% and Ripple
-27%).
The beta of the portfolio to its underlying components remains stable around 0.5, meaning
that the portfolio moves on average over the analysis period of 6 months, about half the
amplitude of its underlyings.

Passive Index vs. Underlyings
Quarterly Performance

Passive Index vs. Underlyings
6-months rolling correlation
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Passive Index vs. Underlyings
Quarterly Realized Annualized Volatility

Passive Index vs. Underlyings
6-months rolling beta
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Company Presentation
ExoAlpha is a systematic asset manager specialized in
Digital Assets, leveraging a range of proprietary, fully
automated, quantitative trading strategies for Spot
and Derivatives Digital Assets' markets.
The strategies rely on a robust and highly secure
execution framework, including a proprietary order
management system (OMS) for best execution, 24/7
markets monitoring and real-time clients' portfolios
reporting.

Quantitative Trading Strategies
ExoAlpha Digital Assets trading strategies provide
clients with a true source of uncorrelated alpha for
their portfolios, with excellent risk-adjusted returns
and downside protection.

Managed Accounts
Managed accounts allow clients to remain in
control of their assets. ExoAlpha only trades its
clients' accounts on their behalf and according to
mutually-agreed guidelines, providing instant
liquidity and full transparency. There is no transfer
of assets to ExoAlpha, nor can ExoAlpha withdraw
from the clients’ accounts.

Risk Management and Reporting
Downside risk management is key to each
ExoAlpha product, in order to deliver strong
performance, and is embedded at each level of the
investment process. Moreover, our clients can
monitor their portfolios in real-time, 24/7, through
secured web-based reporting.
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ExoAlpha has been co-founded by
quantitative hedge fund veteran
David Lifchitz, who spent his
career between New-York and
Paris, working with large hedge
funds and Family Offices.
Based in Paris - France,
ExoAlpha's
seasoned
team
combines 40+ years of experience
of derivatives trading and
portfolio
management
with
successful past track-records.
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Strategies Presentation
ExoAlpha provides single and multi Digital Assets directional strategies.
The trading strategies are applied to Spot or Derivative Digital Assets on a long/cash or
long/short basis, depending on our clients’ goals and constraints. We offer different
return/risk
profiles
for
each
strategy:
Conservative
or
Dynamic.
Upon request, ExoAlpha can provide clients with tailored strategies based on their specific
goals and constraints, on single or multi Digital Assets.
The strategies rely on a robust and highly secure execution framework, including a proprietary
order management system (OMS) for best execution, 24/7 markets monitoring and real-time
clients' portfolios reporting.
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History
ExoAlpha pioneered Digital Assets Futures quantitative
trading, managing clients' assets through mandates.
The story of ExoAlpha began in 2016 when David came
back to Paris after 15 years in New York, working with
Family Offices as well as hedge funds, including Ashmore
Group PLC ($74B AUM 2018) where he served as Risk
Manager for the US branch for the group.
Observing the Digital Assets markets, he leveraged his
experience of developing trading strategies on traditional
assets, to conceive with success a first prototype to trade
Bitcoin.
With the advent of Digital Assets derivatives and an
improving liquidity, ExoAlpha scaled up in 2018 and
offered its Bitcoin strategy in September 2018 to a
European Family Office.
Based on its early success, ExoAlpha has extended its
services to Institutional Investors and Family Offices,
Blockchain-related companies, HWNI and Corporations,
looking to benefit from the uncorrelated source of alpha
provided by Digital Assets.
Four years after the first experiment in Digital Assets
trading, ExoAlpha brings today advanced trading
strategies relying on a cutting-edge infrastructure to
execute them seamlessly for its clients.

Mission
Everything we do, we believe in challenging the statusquo; we believe in investing differently.
The way we challenge the status quo is by extracting the
uncorrelated source of alpha provided by Digital Assets
for the benefit of our clients.
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Team
DAVID LIFCHITZ
MANAGING PARTNER & CHIEF
INVESTMENT OFFICER

Former Director of Risk Management
for the US branch of Ashmore Group
($74bn AUM in 2018). David is an
expert in quantitative trading, portfolio
construction and risk management with
over 18 years of experience in these
fields and 8+ years in information
technology with financial firms.

ALEXANDRE COSTANTINI
PARTNER & CHIEF TECHNOLOGY
OFFICER

Alexandre Costantini is Partner and
Chief Technical Officer. 25+ years of
expertise in IT architecture and
software
development.
He
is
responsible for the development and
implementation of ExoAlpha trading
infrastructure.

ELIE LE REST
PARTNER & CHIEF INVESTOR
RELATIONSHIP OFFICER

We quantitatively trade managed accounts, customized
to fit each of our clients' expectations: expected return
vs. risk, capital expansion or preservation, etc.
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Elie is Partner and Chief Investor
Relationship Officer. He expands
ExoAlpha outreach and analyses clients’
needs. Prior to ExoAlpha, he built a
quantitative arbitrage trading system of
Digital Assets and advised several
Blockchain related projects.

